My Time
Dear You,
Before this truly begins, I must ask you a series questions: Have you ever been able to look
around and see only beautiful nature and small, homey, structures and the many smiling faces of the
supervisors that have become like a Mother or Father to? Have you ever been able to smile so much
that the muscles in which once rested on your face aced? Have you ever been able to run so quickly that
the wind, which hit your face; was dragging your hair back with it? Have you ever been able to walk up
and down rocky paths and hills till you legs gave-in, a feeling of relief washing over you, like the water
that hits your face, as you collapse -despite the occasional discomfort- on the dingy, dirty, beds? Has the
wind ever combed through hair as if it was you mother brushing through the mess in the early mornings
when you were just a child? Have you ever been able to hear someone else’s shrek upon seeing a small
bug in their shower-stall? --Have you ever been able to look around and see only beautiful nature and
small, homey, structures and the many smiling faces of the supervisors that have become like a Mother
or Father to you?
If your answer was “no,” to any of these questions, then please welcome yourself into:
Sherwood-Forest’s Summer Camp! This is the place that can provide you the answers to all of these
questions, this is the place in which I have spent my summers for a shore two years. I know it may not
be much, but, to me, just spending a total of 12 days there has been some of the best days of my life! I
make a lot of new friends, meet many awesome supervisors, indulge in many activities, enjoy loads of
the well-made food, and best of all; finding out what-ever fun theme and story is going to go from its
Exposition, to it’s Climax, to its Resolution and everything in between. The camp’s many employees are
very hard-workers and always make sure no camper gets hurt. The chiefs also try their best to make
wonderful food: working all day in-order to give everyone Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner. This camp also
has a very positive mood to it, causing the place to be full of: joy, wonder, magic, and mystery. I’ve
enjoyed my time at this summer camp and am proud to say that I have been able to a part of this
wonderful experience.
In Conclusion: Being at this camp is how I would spend, My Time.
~With Thanks And Love, Daisy Hermes ❤

